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New Science Building Granted

Generalissimo Josef Stalin Informed a young man by the name
of Roosevelt, that relations between the United States and Russia are not as bad now as they
were formerly. Of course, that
was a couple of weeks ago and In
another week they can be just as
terrible as is conceivable.
At
times we wonder why nations don't
"One of our main projects next
just ignore each other and settle
quarter will be the building of a
down to the Job of recuperating
Dr.
George
D.
Heaton,
minister
small, four-room cottage here on
from a recent historic event
of the Myers Park Baptist Church
The Board of Regents of Eastern
the campus," stated Mr. Ralph
Of course, that is virtually Im- of
Kentucky State Teachers College
Charlotte,
North
Carolina,
will
Whalin, head of the Industrial Arts
possible when you realize that open Religious Emphasis Week on
in the regular quarterly meeting
department of Eastern, at an inRussia is trying to make the world the campus with the chapel proheld in the President's office yesterview held last Monday in his ofperfect, like Russia, and we are gram
terday, approved plans for a new
Wednesday morning, Febfice.
trying to make the world perfect, ruary 5th.
science
building to cost approxlike us. and God only knows what
Mr. Whalin went on to say that
imately
$400,000.
The building will
Dr.
Heaton
was
born
in
ParkersArgentina is trying to do.
the foundation has been laid for
Fifty-six students of Eastern be located immediately west of the
FRANKFURT, Germany,. Jan. the cottage and that all Work on its
The French political picture in- burg, West Virginia, in 1908, and
Weaver Health Building. Construcdicates that she is infatuated with was reared in Louisville, Kentucky. 30—Miss Edith G. Ford of 226 construction, with the exception of Kentucky Teachers College earned tion is expected to start sometime
Russia's idea. The recent strike He is a graduate of Denison Uni- Lancaster Avenue, Richmond, re- the plumbing, will be done by the forty or more grade points during in the summer or fall. The first
in Great Britain suggests that the versity of Granville, Ohio, and of cently arrived in the European 170 members of his department. the fall quarter which ended re- contract will be for the foundation,
Lion admires the Eagle's flight, but the Southern Baptist Theological Theater to begin her duties as an The cottage will include a full cently, It was announced today by service mains and roadways.
Argentina . . . how does one de- Seminary of Louisville. Further instructor with the Army Educa- basement, furnace, bath, and other President W. F. O'Donnell.
The Board also instructed C. C
Students making a perfect
scribe an anti-Communist five- graduate study was done at the tion Program in Germany, accord- modern conveniences. He pointed
S. K. Weber, the college's archiyear plan? We make reference to College of the Bible in Lexington, ing to information released from out that veterans will hold prior- standing, or three grade points &
tects, to prepare plans for increasJuan Peron's recruiting of 200,000 Kentucky. In addition to the de- the Office of the Theater Chief, ity for its rental, but that the con- for each hour of credit earned, ing the seating capacity in the
workers in Europe to serve in Ar- grees of A. B. and Th. M., he re- Information and Education Ser- struction of others is anticipated included the following:
gymnasium. College officials hope
gentinian industry . . . obviously, ceived an honorary degree of Doc- vice this week.
Adams. William, Quail; Allen, to be able to have the gymnasium
for the near future.
tor
of
Divinity
from
Georgetown
he hasn't heard one of our quaint
> Prior to coming to Germany,
deep-voiced young professor Anita Claire, R. 3, Bardstown; Bax- enlarged before the opening of the
saying about beggars: he wants College.
Miss Ford was Assistant Profes- of The
manual
training is quite anxious ter, Sidney Reed, Lawrenceburg; basketball season next December
skilled laborers who have politicalDr. Heaton is active in religious, sor of Commerce at Eastern State that students at Eastern become Bell, Doyle Vencent, Pine Knot; It was pointed out that the present
ly "correct" beliefs. We can't help industrial, and community activi- Teachers College in Richmond. She better acquainted with his depart- Brakefield, Theda Howard, Irvine; seating capacity is wholly inadeadmiring his plan of getting the ties. His present pastorate is a has been teaching at the college ment and pointed out that "We Brashear, Billy; Brockman, Fran- quate for Eastern's large student
workers, though. He got the new project in the Meyers Park since 1927.
have probably one of the largest ces G, Sand Gap; Bruner, Rose- body and other basketball fans.
Pope's blessing and concentrated Community of Charlotte.
She received her Bachelor of and best equipped departments of mary, Richmond; Bush, Florence,
The
The present gym seats approxhis efforts in Italy ... his recruit- church has 800 members, and is Arts Degree in 1927 from George
imately 1,700 and college officials
its kind in the South." Constructed Winchester.
ing agent: Father Sylva.
Washington
University
in
Washundertaking many significant exCampbell, Dennie, Laurel Creek; stated that when the plans are
in 1939, the building is compar• * *
periments in the field of religious ington, D. C, and in 1930 she re- atively modern In every respect Campbell, Viola Corbin; Childers, completed the gym will seat about
We have noted with great inter- education and music.
ceived her Masters Degree from and has recently been furnished Zollie. Fill more; Clouse, Shirley 4,000.
est that archeologlsts (the boys
the University of Kentucky. She
Dr.
Heaton
will
speak
each
eveThe Board approved a leave oF'
approximately $25,000 worth Frances, Rice Station; Clouse, Wilthat dig in deserts with exhuma- ning after the discussion programs. also attended the Universities of with
of
surplus
property by the Army liam Gibson, Richmond; Cochran, absence during the winter quarter
tion in mind) are at work all over
Columbia in New York City, Duke
Anne
Reiley,
Harlan;
Cole,
Clarfor Mrs. Harry Blanton, and a
groups will meet from in Durham, N. C, and Stanford Air Corps. It consists of five shops
the world, looking for mummies Discussion
to 7:15 in the Student Union in California.
and two drawing rooms, in addition ence Eugene, Tallega; Cole, Roy leave during the summer quarter
and papyri. We hope they find 6:30
Building on February 5, 6, and 7.
to an extensive supply of materials Lee, Beattyvllle; Crutcher, Jean R. for Kerney M. Adams, who will
what they are looking for.
Miss Ford is presently stationed and tools.
R. 2, Lawrenceburg; Davidson, La- teach at George Peabody College
Four subjects chosen by students
It must be fascinating work.
oma Cook, Pineville, W. Va.; Dod- for Teachers.
n
of Eastern in a poll recently to be with the Heidelberg Consolidated
When asked about the courses son,
School
where
she
is
instructing
in
Naoma Rae, Somerset.
The Board also approved a new
used for the discussions are: "Stuoffered
in
his
department,
Mr.
Glass, Audrey Joyce, Stamping contract with the Veterans Admindent Morals," "Marriage and the Commercial subjects.
Whalin replied that the course is
This school, located in the new split. Into three main divisions— Ground; Green well, Rosa Baker, istration for the instruction of vetChristian Home," "Science and Religion," and "What About Im- University Building of Heidelberg drawing, woodworking, and metal Oneida; Halcomb. Rufus Varon, erans under the G. I. Bill of Rights.
Those who attended the meeting
mortality?"
Discussion leaders University, was established under work. His staff includes Mr. Frank Viper; Hale, Alva Thomas, Jr.,
will be ministers and faculty mem- the Army Education Program for Schroeter, a graduate of last year's Richmond, Ky.; Holden, Margaret were Superintendent John Fred
the
purpose
of
providing
the
occuMarie, Macomb, III.; Holland, John Williams, chairman, J. C. Codell
bers. All students are urged to atThe Maroons will travel to tend.
pation soldiers with educational class and Instructor of metal work- Madison, R. 4, Stanford; Howard, E. J. Evans. Judge H. Clay Kauffing: Mr. N. G. Deniston, instructor
Morehead tonight where they will
opportunities on off-duty time.
an
F Hume
. President
of drawing; and Mr. D. B. Doty, Jewell Dean, Crab Orchard; Jack- «, A Sk °
face the on-again-off-again Moreson,
Mary
Frances,
Cropper;
Kalb.
W.
F.
O'Donnell,
G. M. Brock, buscarpentry instructor.
Students
head Eagles for the second time
majoring in Industrial Arts attend Evelyn Dean, R. 3, Maysville; Ken- iness agent. Miss L. Katherine
this season. In the first meeting
secretary, and C. C. & S
classes in Math, Sciences, English namer, L. C, Richmond; King, Morgan,
the Maroons routed the Eagles
K. Weber, architects.
99
and others, but it is also required George Lemuel, Louisville.
74-57 for their tenth victory.
McClure, Nancy Rlley, Irvine;
that they be present for actual
The fans who traveled to MoreMason, James Novls, R. 3, Stanshop
work
to
apply
their
talents.
head last season will never forford; May, Gerald Sidney, Powers- 1,103 Enrolled At
get the double overtime victory
Mr. Whalin is very much im- burg; Miller, Sara Kathryn, CarAn original musical comedy,
for the Maroons. Morehead and
"Laugh and Sing," will be present- pressed with the enrollment of 170 rollton; Murphy, Elizabeth Ann, Eastern For Quarter;
Eastern have always been two of
The Home Economics Club had ed in Hiram Brock Auditorium la the Industrial Arts branch this Dayton; Murphy, Minerva Owens,
Figures for the winter quarter
the most bitter rivals In the con- a "Foods From Many Lands" par* Thursday evening, February 6 at q-'&rter for it is much larger than Pippapass; Ott, Conrad Cornelius,
ference and Eastern will be gun- ty at their last meeting, January 8 p. m.
It has been in the past; but the Louisville; Payne, Mildred Joyce, enrollment at Eastern State
ning for their sixth straight vic- 21, in the Home Economics Departdepartment still has exceptionally Corbin; Pennington, Allan B., Teachers College compiled by the
The script was written by George good
tory over the Eagles. Eastern's ment. Each of the dishes served
placements for many more Louisville; Pennington, Elizabeth, registrar's office show an enrollCecil,
English
major,
and
Bill
Kearhope of victory will again fringe was from a different country. They
students in this field. He pointed Ashland; Porter, Aldene, R. 3, Cov- ment of 693 men as compared to
ney,
art
major.
The
music
and
the 410 women registered, making
on the possibility of holding down served Italian meat-balls, Mexican
out that from last year's graduata total of 1,103 enrolled for this
spectacular Sonny Allen, the rice, Austrian salad, French bread, musical arrangements are under ing class, all nine from his par- ington.
Rogers,
Anne
Edith,
Covington;
quarter.
state's leading scorer, and Captain and ambrosia and cookies from the direction of Bill Gravely, music ticular department entered immedmajor. The show is directed by iately into positions at an average Rudy, John Joseph, Maysville;
Madison county has the largest
Jack Pobst. Pobst was an. all- America
Schilling,
Frederick
Karl,
RichBill Kearney.
representation of any of the counKIAC selection at guard for the
of
$225
per
month.
After supper, a very short busmond; Shelton, Russell Dowell, R. ties with a total of 171 students
Specialty acts will include a comEagles and from his performances
Students may become familiar
this year looks like a certain re- iness meeting was held. Following ic pianist, a duet form "Pinafore," with the type of work done by the 1, Junction Ciey; Souther, Sally, R. registered. Counties showing tho
this, games representative of for- a piano jazz, several vocals rang2, Burlington; Talbott, Burna Dean, next largest enrollment are Harpeater.
department by viewing an exhiblan with 75, Campbell with 62,
In the first game this year eign countries were played. Sev- ing from jazz to classical, high- ition which is to be presented near Frankfort.
Tandy, Ruth Elizabeth, Carroll- Perry with 47, Kenton with 43.
Eastern was ahead at the half eral of the members of the club lighted by Lois Reynolds' introduc- the end of this quarter.
came
in
costume.
There
was
an
ton;
Teater,
Ida
Pearl,
Lancaster;
tion
of
an
original
song
by
Bill
29-22. Eastern came back strong
Estill with 36. Other counties
Trlbble, Sara Allison, Bondville; having large representations are
in the second half but it was not attractive Spanish senorita and an Gravely.
attractive
American
Indian
presTrieschman,
Marilyn,
Bellevue;
"Laugh and Sing" is a take off Program Of Ballads
until the last ten minutes that the
Boyd. Garrard, Pulaski, Pike,
Truman, Janice Louise. Ft. Knox; Whitley, Rockcastle, Laurel, Knox,
Maroons really pulled away. At ent, to mention only a few of the on sadio broadcasting and will feaUtz,
Lewis
Thomas,
Florence;
Walcharacterizations.
ture numerous side-splitting in- Presented By Niles
Mason, Jefferson, Jackson, Frankthis point Mrazovich and Fryz
ler, Hazel Berneice, Crittenden; lin, Letcher, Lee, Carroll and Clay.
stances. Also entertainment will
caught fire. "Chuck" was highbe.further heightened by a swing
point man for the evening with
A program of ballads from the Worthington, Helen Dean, R. 2,
Eighty-three counties arid nine- t
combo.
28 and Fryz did a fine job in
southeastern mountain region was Maysville.
teen states are represented in the
The cast, all college performers, presented by John Jacob Niles, of
dropping in 14 while holding Sonwinter quarter enrollment. Ohio
numbers about 35 members. The Lexington, Internationally famous Rabbi Bertram Korn
ny Allen to five points. Jack
and West Virginia rank first in
purpose of this show is to stimu- collector and singer of American
Pobst was high for the Eagles
number of students enrolled, with
late
student
participation
in
camwith 13.
folk music, at the Eastern State Heard At Eastern
Pennsylvania Indiana, Florida,
The Student Red Cross held a pus activities. "Laugh and Sing" Teachers College assembly hour
Tennessee and Virginia next.
Assembly
Program
this
morning.
in Dean Case's office Wed- is presented with neither faculty
Other states having students enO'Donnell Heard By meeting
nesday, January 23.
nor organizational supervision.
Mr. Niles played his own accomrolled at Eastern include ColoRabbi Bertram Korn, of Cincin- rado, Connecticut, Georgia, IlliChairman Dorothy Brandhorst There will be no admission charge. paniment on variuos types of
Local Rotary Club
presided and discussions were held
dulcimers which he had made and nati, spoke at the Eastern Ken- nois, Michigan, New Jersey, New
described the materials and work- tucky State Teachers College this York, North Carolina, South Carothe coming meetings
The regular weekly meeting of concerning
New
Violin
Teacher
manship in the
instruments. morning on the subject, "Ameri- lina, Te^as, Wisconsin. One stuthe Richmond Rotary Club was and committees.
Among the ballads he sang were can Jewish Heroes." Rabbi Korn dent is registered from WashingThe following committees were Assumes Duties
held Tuesday night at the Glyndon appointed:
The Frog Went Courtin', Prayer served with the U. S. Navy in ton. D. C.
Hotel. President W. F. O'Donnell
to Matthew, Mark, Luke, and World War II in the Pacific TheService To Camps and Hospitals
Students are registered from fifMiss Kathryn Jackson of Austin, John,
of Eastern, who was Introduced by —Chairman,
the Seven Joys of Mary, ater.
Bill Brewer.
teen western Kentucky counties:
Texas, began her work as teacher The Rag
Rev. Frank Tinder, program chairof the Black Jack GypSafety Committee: Chairman, of violin at Eastern State Teachers
The speaker was Introduced by Barren, Bullitt, Christian, Critten- man, was the speaker. Dr. O'Don- Dorothy
sies, The Little Mohee, Barbara President W. F. O'Donnell. The den, Cumberland, Daviess, GrayDunaway.
College
Monday
morning.
She
renell spoke on the Veteran in AmerEllen,
The
Indian
Prince,
and
Fund Raising: Chairman, Lois' places Miss Mariette Simpson, who
invocation was a&ked by the Rev. son, Hardin, Marion, Henderson,
ican Colleges and Universities.
others.
W. A. E. Johnson, pastor of the McCracken, Monroe Muhlenberg,
resigned to accept a position at the
"Often you hear the rather loose Reynolds.
President W. F. O'Donnell pre- First Methodist Church. Preceding Nelson and Ohio.
Home Service: Chairman, Mar- College of Emporia, Kansas.
expression of the veteran problem garet
Martin.
Miss Jackson was graduated last sided and Introduced members of the address, Miss Eleanore Hire,
in college. On the contrary the
Social Committee: Chairman, week-from the Eastman School of the college board of regents who member of the music department
veteran is not a problem but an Mary
on the campus for the quar- faculty, played several piano se- Campus Personalities
A. Schisler.
Music, Rochester, N. Y. She for- were
inspiration," Dr. O'Donnell declarterly meeting. Those present were lections.
Public
Information:
Chairman,
merly attended college In Califor- H. Clay Kaufman, of Lancaster;
ed. "He is not only an inspiration
By JOHN M A VIIA1.1.
Norman.
Rabbi Korn named four Jewish
nia and at the University of Texas, Dr. O. F. Hume, Richmond; J. C.
to the students because of his well Leslie
In the last issue of the Progress
Nutrition
Service:
Chairman,
Mimen
who
have
nerved
their
counwhere
she
was
active
In
music
orabove average scholastic standing, nerva Murphy.
Code", Winchester, and Everett J. tiy zealously: Asser Levy, of New the girl who appeared in this
ganizations
and
in
radio
work.
but also to the faculty who find
Evans, Palntsville.
column won the title of "Miss EastAmsterdam, the first foreigner to ern." In this issue, we want to
him more serious minded and more
serve
In
the
U.'S.
militia;
Rabbi
eager to obtain knowledge than the
present to you "Mr. and Miss PopGershom Seixas, Revolutionary ularity."
average undergraduate." College
War
hero
and
statesman;
Comattendance by veterans also has
Mr. Popularity:
modore Uriah Levy, who served
surprised the lawmakers who felt
Hailing from Trenton, New
in the War of 1812 and sponsored
that only a small portion of eligible
Jersey and residing in Mcpassage of the Anti-Flogging Bill,
veterans would avail themselves of
Creary Hall is John J. Finneand Supreme Court Justice Louis
the training offered in the veterans
gan. He holds the office of
D. Brandeis who died in 1941.
bill. There are now 1,073,000 vetVice President of the Fresh- .
Discussing
accomplishments
of
erans enrolled in American colleges
man Class. Finnegan Is one
each
man,
Rabbi
Korn
stated
that
and universities. Over one-half, of
who is very easy to get along
Asser Levy, who died In 1861,
the present near record attendance
with and is always dependable.
Organized
a
synagogue
and
helped
at Eastern State Teachers College,
May we say "Congratulations
other faiths get established in this
are veterans.
to you, John, on your winning
country. Rabbi Seixas, who helped
Mr. Popularity."
the cause of the Revolution, was
Miss Popularity:
■ ""*•
Eastern ROTC Camp
minister to the congregation of
Residing at presept in Room
the
church
established
by
Levy,
To Commence In June
30 of Burnam Hall and a native
served as member of the board
of Evarts, Kentucky is Glenna
of
trustees
at
Kings
College,
now
Frlsby. Glenna holds many
Eastern R. O. T. C. students will
Columbia
University,
and
inter
offices in various clubs and orattend summer at Camp Campbell,
ceded in behalf of Protestants in
ganizations on the campus.
Ky„ commencing June 21, it was
states problems measures.
"Fria," as she is known by
announced today by Major Frank
Commodore Uriah Levy, third
many of her friends, must Ilka
E. Williard, PMSAT at Eastern.
of Rabbi Korn's American Jewish
he-men from her stating that
The training is to be conducted
heroes, was born in Philadelphia
she likes Humphrey bogart.
at selected camps throughout the
in 1792, served in the War of
Her favorite sport is that of
United States and is tentatively
1812
in
all
areas
in
which
the
swimming. We want to comscheduled to last six weeks.
Navy
was
engaged,
and
was
compliment Glenna nn her heartWhile attending camp, students
missioned a commodore in 1862
winning smile ma friendly nawill receive the pay of an army priHe
purchased
Jefferson's
home,
tur which helped her win the
vate, $75 a month, and will be paid
Monticello, which was later pretitle of "Miss Popularity."
for necessary travel at the rate of
sented to the United States by his
"Congratulations, Glenna and
five cents per mile tram the school
nephew, Jefferson Levy, a New
may you always have many
to camp and back.
England congressman,
trtaada,"

Dr. George D. Heaton
Will Speak During
Religious Emphasis Week

Industrial Arts
Enrollment is
Increasing

Miss Edith Ford
Now Stationed
At Heidelberg

To Cost Approximately
$400,000; Gym Seating
Capacity to be Increased
Fifty-six on
Honor Roll

Eastern Meets
Morehead Tonite

'Foods From
Many Lands
Party Held

"Laugh and Sing"
To Be Presented

Red Cross
Committees

CAMPUS ROYALTY
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AS WE SEE IT
One look at Eastern's campus makes it
very evident that a great number of the
student body have not grown up. It is
nothing less than a disgrace and a crime
the way the campus is being absolutely
destroyed by immature juveniles who insist
on walking every place else on the campus
but on the place provided—the sidewalks.
Stand beside the Cammack. Building when
classes are changing and watch the files of
vandals cutting through the ravine, down by
the fish pond, over the amphitheater, and
across the Cammack playground.
This is not being done by the smaller
grade school pupils but is the fault of the
college students.
The»veteran who was here before the war
said the first thing he noticed upon his return was the utter disregard for the beauty
of the campus.
TTiere are not going to be any signs put
up telling you to keep off the grass because

MAROONED
with i-icqiJir. NORMAN
Despite teats, teachers, 8 o'clock classes and empty coke machines, we're all pretty fond of coUege life. We've never stopped
to think just why we like it so, we Just accept the fact and take it at
its face value. If we ever stopped to analyze what we do or have
that attracts us, we might come up with something like this:

Friday, January 31, 1947

this is your campus. Because it if your
campus I am appealing to you- to please
stop this .deliberate destroying of its natural
beauty. The grounds and bushes are always
full of cigarette packs, coke cups, candy bar
papers, etc. There are at least five waste
cans between Burnam and the Administration Building so why not use them?
There is a cement sidewalk leading to
every building on the campus so why not
use it?
The next time you see a person cutting
across the campus point out to him and
explain the purpose of a walkway. -The next
time your buddy throws an empty cigarette
pack down, explain to him why trash cans
have been placed on the campus.
*

*

•

Gripes, complaints, pleas, threats, etc.,
concerning the high prices charged in the
college cafeteria have been offered by different groups and by different peoDle since
the opening of school in September.
One of their favorite expressions is "Why
is it that the other state schools charge so

Land of Unions
By GEORGE S.BENSON
fVesidoit of Harding Collage
Seaicy. Arkansas

IN STOCKHOLM this summer I
had a delightful visit with Mr.
Gunnar Anderson, vice president
of the Swedish Federation of
Trade Unions. Mr. Anderson is a
well - informed, intelligent man,
whe recognizes clearly the problems of both management and
labor as well as the rights and
responsibilities of each. He answered questions I put to him in
a forthright manner, giving statistics and figures from memory.

Our days in college are very uncomplicated. The entire time is
spent in two pastimes, loafing and contemplating newer and better
ways of loafing. Of course, there are minor little interpretations
such as classes and sleeping. Here it might be mentioned that sleeping, in some circles, is classified as a form of loafing and is indulged
in to a great degree, while In others, It Is considered a very poor form
of loafing and is seldom indulged in save in cases of dire emergency.
It is sincerely hoped that, in the Interests and betterment of
loafing, these two schools of thought will eventually come to some
Labor unions in Sweden have
sort of agreement or compromise. Another similar problem, though
been operating for more than 60
years. The Federation is comnot quite, so grave, is that of eating. It has been pretty well agreed
posed of 46 separate unions repupon that eating three meals a day at the prescribed hours cannot be
resenting trades or divisions of
classified as loafing since it is far too much of a common thing.
trades. Membership totals 1,106,However, this may be gotten around by two methods: 1. Eating
000, a most amazing number in
view of the total Swedish populaa meal consisting of cokes and hamburgers (coney islands are suitable
tion of only 6,000,000. The Sosubstitutes). In doing this, you are not eating healthful food and
cialist Democratic party, strongtherefore, technically. It is not a meal. 2. You may finish your meal
est among the ranks of labor, is
of proper vitamin content but after finishing it, spend at least an
also the controlling party in. the
hour sitting at the table just, well . . . loafing. Perhaps the advantgovernment.
age lies with the latter method, since in the long run, you may live
longer and thus be of more service to the art of loafing. However,
Outside
LABOR - MANAGEthe really advantageous method of turning so bourgeonUie a thing as
Inflnence MENT relations are
eating into an acceptable form of loafing is by the simple process of
excellent throughout
eating like mad between meals. The props are not hard to obtain:
most of Swedish industry. Discandy, cookies, hamburgers (or coney Islands) cokes, etc. This form
agreements and strikes are _ not
is heartily endorsed by some of the country's leading loafers. Not
common. One reason for this is
just anyone can loaf. Forsooth, it is an art. Good, really good,
the constant effort put forth by
loafers are harder to find than a Webster's Collegiate. The game
the Federation to improve underis full of novices and amateurs who all too soon are seen peering
standing between employers and
within the pages of a History book or some other instrument of
employees. When the need'arises,
non-loafer caliber. It isn't easy to become a good loafer, not If you
"negotiation" committees attempt
have a conscience, but with the proper amount of adaption to the
to reach an agreement, but if that
job (faith, and never use that last word If you want to become a
fails the parties involved resort
good loafer) let us rather say the Art, with this adaption, you CAN
to "conciliation." Mr. Anderson
become one of the experts.
stated that conciliation is preferred to arbitration because it
The benefits reaped from loafing can easily be seen by the sheer
keeps the responsibilities of the
look of enjoyment seen on the faces of those better loafers. It Is
parties involved.
during college that our best loafing days can be and It is thus that
we enjoy college so much.
However, an important strike
affecting 100,000 metal workers
Though it is rather an unpleasant subject to be brought up, we
raged five months last year. "The
do have those persons, even on our campus at Eastern, who simply
strike was really unfortunate,"
won't loaf. Each morning they may be seen getting up at such
unheard of hours as 6 and 7 A. M. mind you, and going to breakfast.
said Mr. Anderson. "The strikers
They come back and go off to classes and arrive on time to their 8
did not gain more than one-'bird
o'clock appointments. They attend every class with homework prepared and come home and devote the evening to study. They set
aside a certain amount of time to something they have the audacity
to call loafing, but which is really just recreation rrom the daily
grind Furthermore, upon careful scrutiny, a look of utter contentment and hope can be observed on their faces. To the loafer, this
situation is intolerable and all efforts are exerted to avoid such InBy BUSY MONDAY
dividuals.
However, all in all, both loafer and otherwise realize that it takes
The Caducous Club met January
all kinds of people to make up the world and the same goes for
20. Dr. Cuff was the guest speaker
Eastern.
of the evening and gave a discusKAMPUS KALAEDESCOPE
sion on Psychiatry.
That little touch of zero weather we had ... the anxious faces
The next meeting will be at 7
surrounding the mail boxes at about 8 In the morning and 2 In the p. m. on February 3, and Dr. O. F.
afternoon . . . vicUms of the first quarterly tests ... the excitement Hume of Richmond will be the
In the grill on the days when they have that droolable chocolate
zlg zag ice cream ... Art 11 students scanning the campus for guest speaker.
potential models ... the new Bendlx washing machine in the girl s
At the weekly meeting of the
dorm, for further InformaUon, ask Jody Evans ... the debut of
many hitherto undiscovered ballad singers better known as rockles . . . Kyma Club, held in the Little
the puzzling quesUon of which is the more prominent, the dogs or Theater on Friday, January 17, at
the students ... the smoking guns and blood stained kknlves in the 6:30, plans were discussed for the
grill bridge games . . . those Mlaml-ites who torture us with their chartering of buses to the baskettales of January trips to the beach ... the popularity of the Walnut ball game In Louisville and for
Hall piano during the lunch and dinner hours ... the prayers sent future games.
Miss Allie Fowler, sponsor of
up for more pecan pie . . . the atmospheer of real friendliness, for
the club, brought up the question
which Eastern is so famous, maybe it's coming back.
of new sweaters for the cheerleaders. Miss Fowler stated that
A TRIP TO THE OKI
the sweaters have been ordered
For most of the boys it comes in the form of a check from the and would be here in time for the
government, for the girls, it's usually a check from home, but the KIAC tournament. The cheerimportant thing is that It's a check and by a simple process of get- leaders this year are Ruby Owen,
ting it cashed, which is off not so simple, it can be turned into good Robbie Owen, Charlotte Newell,
U S. cash. Any Eaaternite can take it from there. But the fact Isabel Webb, Lewis Kilgus, Joe
remains that in about 12 to 17 hours, the money is gone. There are Keller and Roy Redmond.
lots of ways that it can be spent, but no true Easternlte needs any
The program for the Methodist
coaching on that. However, for the best. results, the most recommended way Is to ankle down to the fair metropolis of Richmond. Youth FeUowahip Monday night,
From then on, just leave it up to the local merchants. There s that January 13, was given by Minnie
new lipstick that just has to be bought. And that lovely new shade Kincaid and Anna Lee Davis. Miss
of powder that our roommate recommended to us, that sharp necktie Klncaid gave a talk on the importin the window, that smooth smelling after-shave lotion, but most ance of a person possessing a good
important of all those droolable rom wafers. For that matter, any character. She emphasized the
kind of food. After all no civilized collegiate is without a good stock fact that the church was an inof cheese and crackers and cake et al. We walk Into the local gro- stitution endeavoring to build good
cery store and peer mercenarily around, but our thrift is soon smoth- character in people.
Mrs. Needham is directing the
ered In visions of boiled ham on rye. Half a pound of ham, after all
we have to have enough to go around. That rye bread looks good, morning service given by the
but you can't eat it without anything, so why not get two loayes? M. Y. F. at the First Methodist
Such lovely candy, of course seventy-nine cents is an awful lot to Church on February 2 at 10:45.
pay for one box of candy and not a pound at that. But how often Rev. Johnson and Dr. LaFuze have
does one buy a pound of candy? And this isn't quite a pound . . . rendered valuable help and sugand If you buy the candy, you wouldn't have to by the cake you were gestions toward making this proKolnsr to bu which cost all of 49 cents ... but of course the cake isn t gram possible. Aldene Porter will
as expensive as die candy. In fact, think of the saving ... you ve paid preside at the service. The speak79 cents for the candy and if you'd buy the cake, you'd really save ers on the program are Leroy Melthe candy which was so expensive and we mustn't be extravagant, vin, Anna Lee Davis, William
so we'll take the cake to go with the candy. It's a simple case of Combs and Joyce Broyles. Special
pure logic. But cake and candy just aren't too good for a person. music is to be by Ernestine Jasper,
One should have some healthful food to go with the cake and candy. Mary Wood Lee, duet; Nelson
My those apples are beautiful . . . mother wouuld be mad If you didn t Lafnb, violin, and Maurice Mitchget'them since she wants to know that you're getting healthful food. ell, piano.
By the time you leave that den of Iniquity better known as a grocery
•tore, you are the perfect picture of penury." But your face is DTled B. S. U. News
During the week of January
brightly to the future, for tonight you shall have cake with your
18th the B. I. U. observed Vocacandy!

of a cent per hour more than
they were offered before the
strike. Of course, that amount
will never repay the 45 million
kroner they lost in wages during
the strike. I advised against tho
strike from the beginning." Later
I was told that the strike was
actually caused by Communist influence in the metal workers
union.
Which Do
You Prefer?

MR. ANDERSON
told me that labor
fears the closed
shop. Said he: "Our federation
opposes the closed shop. We oppose it on the ground of individual freedom. We believe any
citizen should have freedom to
join a union or not to join a
union and to work where he
wishes. This plan has worked well
in Sweden. Most of the workers
recognize the value of the union
and do join, but they are not
compelled to do so."
The nationalization issue has
been discussed extensively in
Sweden. However, there is no intention on the part of labor to
ask for nationalization, chiefly
because private enterprise is, as
Mr. Anderson pointed out, "doing
all right." Labor has no reason
to think it would fare better under nationalization, and it was
Mr. Anderson's view that even
the status of labor unions would
be questionable under complete
nationalization.
Growing thoughtful, Mr. Anderson continued: "Private corporations and government managed corporations could not be
expected to compete. Government, through use of taxes and
other methods, could always come
out on top, so it is best to have
either state management or private management, not a mixture
of the two. We prefer private."

EXTRA-CURRICULAR
tional Emphasis Week. A choice
of the proper vocation for each individual was the central theme of
all the activities that week. To begin, the Sunday School program"
had as its theme "God Has Something Great For You." Each night
In Evening Devotions students told
Why they were preparing for their
particular vocation.
The same
theme was also stressed in Master's Minority.
To each of you Baptist students
who haven't been attending the B.
S. U. parties, you have missed
something! The "Newspaper Party" during the first of school was
a great success. Many of the new
students were there, making themselves at home in the B. S. U. The
next party will be on Saturday,
February 1, 7:30 p. m. at the First
Baptist Church. This is a birthday
party, not only for you who have
birth anniversaries during the
month of February, but for everybody. Plans for this party have
been buzzin' about two weeks so
It will be something to put on your
"must" list. DON'T MISS IT!
Baptist student, don't forget
Sunday School and Worship Services on Sunday. We need you badly, Euid you are missed each time
you aren't there. Baptist Training
Union meets each Sunday evening.
You are cordially invited to attend
each of these services.
The last regular meeting of the
Canterbury Club was January 21st.
Miss Ida, Teater, secretary, presided in the absence of the president,
Mrs. Jack Talbot. The regular
business meeting was conducted
after dinner in the Blue Rroom.
Mrs. Delia Barrett, a graduate
student who is on the campus this
quarter, was guest of the group.
It was agreed that the club
members cooperate in selling sandwiches in the dormitories to raise
necessary funds for the Milestone
cut. A committee of four was appointed to work out the details.
Following the business a program concluded the meeting.

much less than we pay here?"
Sunday noon I ate lunch in a campus cafeteria in a state school only a short distance
from Richmond. My meal consisted of turkey and dressing ( a smaller serving than
the one you receive here), cauliflower, tomato salad, ice cream, cake, coffee, and
bread. The total cost was 90 cents. The
same meal in your cafeteria would cost approximately 78 to 80 cents. How much
would you pay for that same meal in a
downtown restaurant ?
You are not being robbed and you are not
paying for all the Student Union Building
this' year. No one is getting rich at your
expense. After the food is purchased it
must be processed, prepared, served, and
someone has to do it. Operating costs must
be paid.
A large percentage of the student body is
not receiving free tuition, free books, etc.,
but they must pay these expenses in addition
to the high food cost.
So you see, gripers, conditions could be
rougher.

ODDS AND ENDS
By JOHN MAYHALL
While attending the game at the Armory on Saturday night about
two weeks ago, I became very proud that I was from Eastern. Not
only because of our team winning the game by such a wide score,
but by the school spirit. After the Eastern-Davis & Elkln game
everyone yelled for Morehead. It could have been the "spirit of
Eastern" or the "spirits of Louisville" but we want to think it is
the "spirit of Eastern." Let's continue o root for our boys like this
and maybe they'll return the favor by winning for us.
The crowded folks in Heaven
Must be a kindly race.
If they can keep from hopin' We go some other place.
An eccentric person is one whose idiosyncricies are different from
yours.
_
'REMEMBER ME"
I hope your heart remembers me
As I remember you
Because your loving company
Was wonderful and new.
No matter what the hour brought
The day was never old,
As long as you' were every thought
. I had the right to hold. - '
As long as you remembered, dear,
The promises we shared
For every season of the year
No matter how we fared.
No matter what adorned the sky
Of any night or day. .
Or whether you or whether I
Would ever go away.
And now wherever you may be
May all your dreams come true,
And may your heart remember me
As I remember you.
A psychologist says there are only twenty-four types of women.
Shucks, any one woman is more types than that.
Gravity seems to be inoperative with respect to currently high
prices and strapless evening gowns.
A certain geography teacher stated in class that we were lucky.
He says we have five rooms and a bath; in his day they had five
rooms and a path.
Kilgus:
Gwen:

"Woman's greatest attraction is he hair."
"I say it's her eyes."

/

Kilgus: "No, on second thought, it's her teeth."
Redmond:
other?"

"What's the use of you two sitting there lying to each

Note to the girls:
$20 an ounce to catch.

Many a man isn't worth using perfume at

I think about the many tasWS
There are in store-for me
And when at last the day is done
How weary I shall be. ■
And then it seems there is no end.
To what I have to do
And even though I work for years
My job is never through. .
I know I must haVe food and clothes
And I must meet my rent
And I should have some luxuries
To keep myself content.

,S

And I know too, that I must toil
To earn my daily pay
But sometimes I would much prefer
To stay in bed all day.
A Michigan professor announces that the perfect woman is
"plump and well rounded." Shucks! We knew this long ago.
A prominent female educator announces that the average woman's legs are as straight as those of the average man. Well, after
giving our classic props the once over, we are here to say that the
edcator isn't handing her sex much of a compliment.
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ALUMNI NEWS
Weddings

White - Morrto
The marriage of Miss Anna Lee
White, daughter of Mrs. J. Taylor
White and the late Mr. White of
Richmond, to Herbert Morris, son
of Mrs. William H. Morris and the
late Mr. Morris of Ashland, was
solemnized Saturday, January 11.
at the Pollard Methodist Church In
Ashland. The Rev. Russell A. Lenox, pastor, officiated.
The only attendants were Mr.
and Mrs. J. W. Plgley of Ashland.
The bride graduates from Bastem In the class of IMS. receiving
her degree in home economics. For
the past four years she has taught
home economics In the Boyd County high school. Mr. Morris, a veteran of four years of service, Is an
employee of the American Roller
Mills In Ashland.
After a wedding trip north, tne
couple returned to make their
home in Ashland.
Hutcherson - Coatee
The wedding of Miss Wlllnetta
Ruth Hutcherson, daughter of the
Rev M. L. Hutcherson of Williamstown, and Herschel B. Coates, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Coates
of Qlencoe, was solemnized at four
o'clock on Christmas Day at the
home of the bride with her father
officiating. A program of nuptial
music was presented by Mrs. Hubert Lusby with piano accompaniment by Marvin Stewart, a cousin
of the groom.
The bride's cousin, Mrs. Neal
Sweeney, was her matron of honor
and only attendant. Donald Hudson of Corinth was the groom's
best man.
.
An informal reception followed
the ceremony and Mr. and Mrs.
Coates left for a honeymoon in the
southern part of the state. They
are making their home in Wllllamstown, where the groom Is employed
at the Coates Funeral Home.
The bride is a graduate of the
Williamstown high school and
Cumberland College. The groom
graduated from New Liberty, high
school and attended Eastern two
years and the University of Florida.
Mr. Coates is an active associate
member of the Alumni Association.
Engagements
Liechty - Byle
Mr. and Mrs. O. R. Liechty of
Anchorage announce the engagement of their daughter, Miss Margaret Liechty, to the Rev. Elmore
Ryle, Mlddletown, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Manly Ryle of Burlington.
Miss Liechty attended Murray
Kentucky State Teachers College.
Mr. Ryle, who graduated from
Eastern In 1942, attended the College of the Bible, Lexington, and is
pastor of the Mlddletown Christian
Church near Louisville.
The wedding will be an event of
February.
Fox - Wilson
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Fox, of
Salt Lake City, Utah, announce the
engagement of their daughter, Miss
Marie E. Fox, to Benjamin F. Wilson, son of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
M. Wilson, of Ouston.
Miss Fox, A graduate of Mills
College, has recently returned
home from the holidays from New
York City, where she is well known
in musical circles of radio and
stage, having sung lead roles In
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Dale Morgan, '39, of Newport,
is with the Veterans Administration in Lexington as training officer and visits Eastern and the
University of Kentucky In the
course of his work. Mr. and Mrs.
Morgan (Virginia rstlth, '40) and
their son, David, five years old,
last week moved into their new
home at 232 North Hanover Ave,
Lexington.
Miss Henrietta Baker, '43,
teacher in the Covtngton schools,
haf moved from 21 Holmesdale
Court to Apt. A, McArthur Apts.,
6th and Greenup Sts., Covlngton.
John D. "Copper John" Campbell, '43, is teaching in Wayland
Consolidated School, Wayland, in
Floyd County. He served In the
U. S. Army three years, receiving
his discharge last year.

"Virginia," "The American Jubilee," the "Merry Widow," and radio's "Hour of Charm." During the
war she was active in entertainment for Army and Navy troops
at hospitals and the New York
Stage Door Canteen.
Mr. Wilson graduated from Eastern in 1933 and has had additional
work at the Universities of Louisville, Buffalo, and New York, and
the Boston University Graduate
School of Business. He served as
a captain in the U. S. Army four
years and is now an examiner for
Federal Deposit Insurance Co. in
Joins Husband In Germany
New York City.
Mrs. Fred P. Jones (Beulah CotHourlgan - Robertson
ton, '18), formerly of Richmond,
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Hourigan. of left for Germany last week to
Lebanon, have announced the en- Join her husband, the Rev. Fred
gagement of their daughter, Carol, P. Jones, who is a chaplain with
to William J. Robertson, Jr., son the U. S. Army Occupation Forces.
of Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Robertson. She was accompanied by their 15The wedding has been set for June. year-old son, Fred P., Jr. They
Miss Hourigan is a graduate of have been living in Richmond
Cumberland College, Williamsburg, while Mr. Jones has been in the
and graduated from Eastern in the service.
class of 1946. She is now teaching
in Perryvllle high school.
Mr. Robertson, veteran of World
War n, in which he served in both
the Pacific and European theaters,
is an electrical contractor with the
Robertson Electric Company of
Mr. and Mrs. William Farley
Lebanon.
announce the marriage of their
daughter, Vonice, to Charles H.
Junior Alumni
Henderson, son of Mrs. Harris
A son, James Rodney, born to Henderson of Manchester, Ohio.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Bennett NovemThe wedding took place on Deber 21. He is their second son. cember
at Williamson, West
Mr. Bennett graduated in the class Virginia.20th
The groom is attending
of 1938 and is traffic representa- school here
at Eastern and the
tive for TWA assigned to the bride is a former
student.
Greater Cincinnati area. Their
address Is 229 East 3rd St., Ft.
Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Ratliff of
Mitchell, Covlngton.
A daughter born to Mr. and Pikeville, Kentucky, announce the
Mrs. Virgil McMullin of Richmond marriage of their daughter, PegSunday, January 19. She is their gy, to Mr. Bill Benedett, son of
fourth child. Mrs. McMullin was Mr. and Mrs. Jack Benedett of
the former Miss' Sallie Holland, Elm Grove, West Virginia.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Benedett are
'41, of Richmond.
A daughter, Janet, born to Mr. students here at Eastern.
and Mrs. Casey Nowakowski in
Richmond Wednesday, January 22.
Mrs. T. J. Fortenberry, cafeMrs. Nowakowski is the former teria supervisor for the Lafayette
Miss Carolyn Brock, '43, of Frank- High School near Lexington, refort. Mr. Nowakowski completed cently visited the cafeteria at
the work for his degree at East- Eastern to make a study of the
ern In December and is now do- organization, methods of food sering graduate work. They live in ving, equipemnt and procedures in
the Veterans Village on the feeding large groups of students.
Mrs. Fortenberry was assisted in
campus.
the study by Miss Edith Mcllvalne, director of the Eastern
News About Alumni
Miss Ann K. Miller, '45, of cafeteria.
Winston, Estlll County, Is cataloger at the University of Cincinnati Library. She received her
training in library science at Peabody College.
Her address is
2645 Clifton Ave., Cincinnati 12.
•
Kelly Clore, '37, who has been
Contrary to what would seem to
attorney with the Veterans Ad- be a logical conclusion for the abministration in Lexington for the sence of the Ripples In recent ispast few years, has been trans- sues, your author has neither died
ferred to the Louisville office. His nor left school (no comments,
address is 2303 Tyler Lane, Louis- please!)
ville.
Assuming that everyone had a
Mrs. E. E. Knowles (Thehna pleasant holiday and is off to a
Sparks, '38, of Irvine) and her good start scholastfcally, let's see
husband, M/Sgt. Knowles. are at who's in the musical know—and
Williams Field, Chandler, Ariz., who Isn't.
where he is assigned to Sqdn. Cl,
With FOR SENTIMENTAL
8010 Army Air Forces Base Unit. REASONS
taking the lead
Sgt. Knowles was stationed at away fromrecently
OLE BUTTERMILK
Fort Knox three years, Camp
Campbell, Ky., one year and at SKIES on the hit parade, there are
Luke Field, Ariz., a year before a number of new numbers making
being granted a 90-day furlough. a play for spotlight positions, too.
He was called back to duty a Among them we find, I'VE GOT
short time after his furlough A RIGHT TO CRT, vocal by Hawkins, WHAT MORE CAN I SAY,
started.
a typical Lombardo number, and
I'M AFRAID TO LOVE YOU, an
adaptation of a hlll-bllly classic,
by the Mills Brothers.
The late movie, "The Time, The
Girl, and the Place," added several
numbers to campus favorites, too,
including,. A GAL IN CALICO,
WHAT DO YOU DO ON A RAINY
NIGHT IN RIO, and OH, BUT I
DO. (The King Cole Trio has waxed
their version of this—strictly original.)
Listed with the latest Jazz discs
are Sammy Kaye's I USED TO
WORK IN CHICAGO, Herble
Field's A HUOGIN and A' CHALKIN, and UNCLE REMUS SAID
by Tex Beneke with the Miller Or-r**'
chestra, not to mention Sammy
Kaye's ZIP - A - DEE - DO - DA.
Vaughn Monroe has added another
gooey sentimental album to his
credit. A dream album covering
a wide range of his famous dream
numbers, such as, DREAM,
DRIFTING AND DREAMING, and
MEET ME TONIGHT IN DREAMLAND.
Possibly some of us lost track of
what our favorite musicians were
doing while gaily flitting through
the* holidays, so, whatcha' say we
investigate. Did you know that—
T. Dorsey has added an all-girl
string section to his band for his
current concert tour?
"Sugar Chile" Robinson has
been signed for the new Jazz production "New Orleans"? Louis
Armstrong appears In the same
picture.
Sammy Kaye is soliciting the
aid of novice lyric writers?
Elliot Lawrence Is employing
some of the unusual Instruments,
French horn, oboe, basson, In his
great new band?
Spike Jones recently broke a
precedent when he premiered on
wax, his other orchestra. A twentyeight piece affair, it proved to be
a well-rounded musical organization.
Stan Kenton and his band were
recently booked to play a date in
Hawaii, thus being one of the first
U. S. groups to appear In the islands since the end of the war.
Well. THAT'S THE BEGINNING OF THE END and until
next time here's to more rippling
rhythm.

SOCIETY

Rhythm Ripples
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The "Y's"
By ELIZABETH PENNINOTON

VOX VETERANI
By ALLAN WHITE

On January 20, the presidents
and leaders of the numerous campus organisations met to complete
the plans for Eastern's Religious
Emphasis Week. The program for
the week Is given on page one
of this issue.
Although Eastern has brought
religious leaders to the students
and encouraged their spiritual activities, it was Just last year that
a formal program for Religious
Emphasis Week was initiated
here. This was under the capable
direction of Jane Johnston, a Danforth graduate.
Modern philosophers and thinkers have recognized four parts of
a student's life that a college
should help to develop. These are
the academic, the religious, the
physical, and the social sides.
Many early colleges stressed the
first two. Then gradually the
physical and social found more
and more attention. With the coming of many state supported
schools, religion was put Into the
background. Because of this various colleges and universities developed programs for a week to
be devoted to religious study. A
week in which other activities
would be put into retirement.
Every night, Monday through
Thursday, Quiet Hour, a period of
devotion from 9:10 until 9:20, la
observed In the recreation room
of Burnam Hall. Several girls attend these especially planned devotions but the other girls in the
dormitory are urged to come and
Join them.
A word from the "Y's": "Let us
not be weary in well doing; for In
due season we shall reap, If we
faint not."

Van Peursem At Band
Directors Meeting
James E. Van Peursem, president of the Kentucky Band and
Orchestra Association, attended
the meeting of state high' school
band directors at the University
of Louisville. Friday night he presided at the meeting of the executive board of the association.
The purpose of the meeting of
directors Is to select band music
to be played In the state high
school music festivals. A special
band composed of University of
Louisville and high school students
of Louisville was conducted by
J. Gremelspacher, of Indiana State
Teachers College, Terre Haute.

An Ode To Onions
And Stuff Like That
Never one to let a question go
unmolested, the young population
of our Alma Mammy has again
brought up the touchy subject of
this man's cafeteria. Figuratively
speaking, that is. 'Twas an incident of the like that was aroused
one cold and dreary eve, January
21 to be exact, as a group of textweary vets mingled for their
weekly meeting in the SUB.
With Jim Logsdon, our brand
new president, presiding, the first
issue of the evening came to-the
floor concerning a gap between
the prices of down-town (Main
St., Richmond) commodities and
those served in the cafeteria.
While not presenting a belligerent
attitude toward the subject, a request was made to find Just what
the reason might be for this condition.
Many an eyebrow was raised as
several factual comparisons were
given by members of the club
which again caused one to think
... If one had not already been
thinking about It. Whether or not
anything shall be done to gain
lower prices (for a just amount of
vitamins) is a thing yet to be
sanctioned.

To L'ville And Back
In Three Days
The weekend of January XJ>
found our new president with Abe
Deeb and Bill Brewer in Louisville
on a pilgrimage to the Kentucky
Student
Veterans'
Conference.
Starting on that Friday with a
"I'm Joe Doakes from Skunk Run,
and who do you think you are?"
smoker, the boys laid a friendly
platform upon which to carry out
their forums.
The most Interesting issue dealt
with a current proposal to seek an
increase to the vets' monthly subsistence checks. As it stands now,
$60 and (90 for single and married
vets. A raise to $90 and $125 respectively was finally approved by
the body. This bill is to be presented to Washington for consideration.
P. S. Those interested might
nonchantly mention this in their
prayers.
Finale
After reports were made by
various officers (total of two;
secretary and treasurer), the
chimes sounded 10:15, the entire
i body knelt west toward the juke
box, and the meeting was adjourned.

You are invited to attend services at the Church
of the Nazarene every Sunday.
Morning Worship 10:30 - Evening Worship 7:30
"THE YOUTHFUL CHURCH"
136 Aspen Avenue
COMPLIMENTS OP
THE MADISON-SOUTHERN
NATIONAL BANK & TRUST CO.
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
Richmond, Kentucky

GET SUITED
FOR SPRING
STATE BANK AND TRUST
COMPANY
Member Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation
Member Federal Reserve System

COMPLIMENTS OF

IDEAL RESTAURANT

CITY TAXI

"THE CUTAWAY" is the suit
of the moment—and right
smart It la!....Want to feel dapper?—want to feel like the beat
dressed gal In town ?....Just step
this way and slip onto this
handsomely cut, all-wool beauty.
Pick your favorite color and
you're set for spring.

Phone 1000

James Anderson & Son
LAMPS — SHADES
LIGHT GLOBES

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE REPAIR
"~~

Next Door to Bus Station

CUT FLOWERS IN SEASON

Phone 838
The Beauty of Our Business is Flowers

DIXIE
fc
DRY CLEANERY
—

WE STOCK A COMPLETE LLNE^OF

Richmond Greenhouses

Compliments of

>■

"Say It With Flowers"

STORE UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

BALLARD'S MARKET
Successor to Douglas Grocery
238 South Second St.
22.98

ABOVE EVERTHING you'll
want one of the new breathtaking spring coats. Shown here
Is a soft neutral beige wool
with an attractive yoke effect
and full blown sleeves.
Just
one of the many In our new
spring series. Come In and
select yours today.
«

UNITED
DEPT. STORE

WEEKEND SPECIALS
OYSTERS
pint 75c
STEAKS—Grade A ...
„
pound 59c
CARROTS
:
...bunch 9c
RIPE TOMATOES
pound 23c
ORANGES—Extra Iaarge
dozen 28c
CIGARETTES—Popular Brands
2 for 35c
Carton
$1.56

TED BALLARD

£
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Pafce Four

Eastern Handed
First Defeat of
Season by Breds

Yea,
Maroons!
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SPORTS

Maroons Battle
Continue Hilltoppers in
Torrid KIAC Contest

Eastern was the last Kentucky
The Eastern-Western battle of
team to lose a game and it was a
February 5 will probably draw
crip from under the basket in the
more attention than any game
last ten seconds of play by Rex
that has been played in the state
Alexander that broke a 43-43 tie
in a number of years. Western
and gave Murray credit with the
dropped its opener to U. of L.
top upset of the conference. The
Eastern's Veterans' team de- and then was nosed out by Bowllead went back and forth in the
feated the Mt. Vernon VFW team ing Green of Ohio by one point
first half but Eastern was ahead DAVLS-ELKIN SWAMPED
last week by a 47-46 count. The Since then" they have taken everygame was played on the Mt. Ver- thing in stride with the the exat the half 26-24.
behind
the
foul
circle
to
put
Eastto
give
Eastern
a
2-0
lead.
Fairce
Paul McBrayer and his Eastern
M'i Maroons
E
ern on top 3-0. Shemayla hit from Woods, Wesleyan's tiny guard and non floor.
ception of a 47-41 defeat at the
continued
to
pace
KentucMt. Vernon hit 60 percent of hands of Georgetown University
Snow, a short shot
0
the side to increase the lead to 6- one of the state's high scorers,
ky
college
fives
as
they
hit
an
alltheir shots with most of them
Hudnall hurt on play
scoring record for the Louis- 0 before the visitors were able to evened the count by slipping one being made to a freakish manner. in Ulni Arena, Washington, D. C.
Becker from side
2
2 time
score. A field goal by Lucas, through the net from the side of
Some of the top teams of the
ville
Armory
by
slaughtering
a
Pearce, a bunny
2
4 hapless Davls-Elklns team from Georgetown guard, and a free shot the court. Shemelya sent the Ma- The game was nlp-and-tuck nation they have run over are
0 West Virginia by the lopsided score by Mrazovich made the scoreboard roons back to the fore on a foul, throughout. With two seconds to St. Johns 61-54, Canisus 62-50,
Reagan, a free throw
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with a little over eight minutes reAt the end of 12 minutes of play maining in the contest.
—Btfsh 3, Snedegar, Rels 3, Woods
Dean W. J. Moore spoke to the the McBrayer quintet led 26-6 and
Eastern drew first blood when 2, Snowden 2. Eastern—Fryz 3,
Fine Watches
Parent Teachers Association In by half time had increased their Paul Hicks drove in for a crip shot Hudnall, Mrazovich 4, Shemelya 2.
margin
to
43-14.
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uary 21.
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Four Eastern professors are ser- portion of the second half and with
ving on committees selected by the every man connecting the Maroons
205 W. Main Street
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certificates. They are Dean W. J. conference.
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Totals
9 9 15 27 lege architects find a way to push
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That very strong aroma of
Half time score: Eastern 43, Be- the seating up around the 5,000
Wilson.
smoke that blanketed the rec-room
Dr. Moore will be in Chicago rea 14.
mark; this would make Eastern's of the Student Union Building one
Free throws missed: Eastern
from January 30 to February 1 to
gym the largest conference gym
confer with Dr. Ernest V. Hollis, Becker, Hudnall 2, Mrazovich 2, and might give Eastern a chance day last week was laid down by
600^16 ,
an official to the War Assets Ad- Nickell, Roberts. Berea—Brown, to regain the K.I.A.C. tournament the cigars Casey Nowakowskl (former Eastern halfback) was passing
ministration concerning surplus Kilbourne, Craft 6, Adams 2.
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